
  

Vanity basinVanity basin DimensionDimension WeightWeight Order numberOrder number

undercounter basin, with overflow, without tap platform, fixings
for installation in wooden consoles included, 550 mm    

    

ColorsColors       

00 White Alpin    

    

VariantVariant       

550 x 400 mm 10.200 kilogram 03955500282

    

InfoboxInfobox   

Measurements of undercounter models represent interior measurements  

    

    

Recommended faucetsRecommended faucets   

Single lever basin mixer M ceramic cartridge, Projection 139
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, with
pop-up waste set,

B11020001

Single lever basin mixer M ceramic cartridge, Projection 139
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, with
pop-up waste set,

B21020001

Single lever basin mixer M ceramic cartridge, Projection 139
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar,
without pop-up waste set,

B11020002

Single lever basin mixer M ceramic cartridge, Projection 139
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar,
without pop-up waste set,

B21020002

Single lever basin mixer M ceramic cartridge, Projection 109
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, with
pop-up waste set,

DE1020001
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Single lever basin mixer M ceramic cartridge, Projection 109
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar,
without pop-up waste set,

DE1020002

Single lever basin mixer L ceramic cartridge, Projection 139
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, with
pop-up waste set,

DE1030001

Single lever basin mixer L ceramic cartridge, Projection 139
mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal
spray, chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on
installation, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar,
without pop-up waste set,

DE1030002

Single lever basin mixer M FreshStart ceramic cartridge, in
centre position cold water, Projection 109 mm, flexible
connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal spray,
chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on installation,
recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, with pop-up waste
set,

DE1021001

Single lever basin mixer M FreshStart ceramic cartridge, in
centre position cold water, Projection 109 mm, flexible
connection hoses 3/8", aerator adjustable, normal spray,
chrome, maximum temperature can be adjusted on installation,
recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, without pop-up
waste set,

DE1021002

Single lever basin mixer L MinusFlow ceramic cartridge,
projection 129 mm, flexible connection hoses 3/8", normal
spray, flow rate 3,5 l/min (3 bar), connection size DN15,
chrome, recommended operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, without
pop-up waste set,

N11032002

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation normal
spray, ceramic cartridge, connection type: basic set for
concealed installation, includes: visible parts, recommended
operating pressure 3 - 5 bar, projection 171 mm,

TU1070004

    

All drawings contain the necessary measurements which are subject to standard tolerances. They are stated in mm and are non-binding.
Exact measurements, in particular for customised installation scenarios, can only be taken from the finished piece.
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